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Supplementary materials and methods 

GEM analysis.  Processed GEM data from six LEC and six KSHV-infected LEC (3 or 4 

days p.i. and at least 50% positive for GFP expression) hybridized to Affymetrix hg-

u133+2 GeneChips© were obtained and analyzed as previously described (1).  The GEM 

data are publicly available from the ArrayExpress database (Accession number E-MEXP-

561).  Statistical analysis was performed as previously described (1) 

 

A subset of processed microarray data was employed to visualize the effect of KSHV 

infection upon a selection of angiogenic factors.  A list of genes related to angiogenesis 

was compiled based on publicly available databases (Gene Ontology, 

http://www.geneontology.org; Panther, http://www.pantherdb.org), a commercial website 

(SuperArray Biosciences, http://www.superarray.com) and recent literature.  The list was 

compiled prior to statistical analysis, to avoid any selective bias, and contained 239 genes 

(the gene list and corresponding GEM data are displayed in supplementary table 1). 

 

The majority of genes in the angiogenesis list are represented by more than one 

Affymetrix hg-u133+2 GeneChip© probe-set (239 genes / 610 probe-sets).  In order to 

facilitate visualization of gene expression corresponding to the list, the probe-set with 

highest expression across all samples, regardless of sample group, was selected when 

more than one probe-set was available to measure the expression of a particular gene.  

Expression data corresponding to angiogenesis-related probe-sets was extracted and those 

that displayed differential expression between conditions (KLEC vs. LEC) at an FDR 

threshold of 0.1% (q < 0.001) were visualized in a gene expression heat map.  The heat 
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map represents expression of each gene probe-set in units of its standard deviation across 

all sample replicates.  The heat map was created with the dChip 

(http://www.biostat.harvard.edu) microarray analysis package and displays gene 

expression in order of decreasing log2 fold-change between conditions. 
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